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Abstract

How does visual working memory store the binding between different features of a visual object

(like colour, orientation, and location), and does memorizing these bindings require additional

resources beyond memorizing individual features? These questions have traditionally been

addressed by comparing performance across different types of change detection task. More

recently, experimental tasks such as analogue (cued) recall, combined with analysis methods

including Bayesian hypothesis testing and formal model comparison, have shed new light on

the properties of working memory. A significant new perspective is that noise in neural rep-

resentation limits the precision of recall, and several recent models incorporate this view to

account for failures of binding in working memory. We review the literature on feature binding

with a focus on these new developments, and discuss their implications for the interpretation

of classical findings.

Introduction

The objects and scenes that we perceive in the world are composed of a multitude of different

visual features: colour and texture, shape and size, orientation and movement. To faithfully

memorize such scenes, we need to form an internal representation not only of these individual

features, but also of their specific conjunctions that characterize individual objects — such as

a small round red ball, or a large brown box with rectangular sides.

It is a long-standing view that assessing, comparing or memorizing conjunctions of fea-

tures poses a particular challenge beyond performing the same operations for individual fea-

tures (Treisman, 1996). This view was initially inspired by observations in visual search tasks,

where a distinction was claimed between fast, parallel search for targets characterized by a

single feature, and slow sequential search for targets defined by a conjunction of features

(though subsequent research challenged this simple dichotomy; see Wolfe, 1998). Based on

such findings, Treisman and colleagues formulated Feature Integration Theory (Treisman and

Gelade, 1980; Treisman, 1988): features belonging to different feature dimensions (by which

we mean the spaces of all possible feature values of a certain type, such as colour) can be

processed in parallel, for example in the form of feature maps over space. But assessing the

conjunctions between features requires focused attention, which binds the features at a single

location together into a temporary object representation. To account for priming effects and

trans-saccadic memory, the theory was extended by proposing that a limited number of such
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temporary object representations could be formed and maintained in memory as “object files”

(Kahneman et al., 1992; Irwin and Andrews, 1996).

This idea of an object file as the unit for storing features in a bound form has proved a

highly influential conceptualization and has inspired many subsequent studies. It must be

recognized, however, that it is primarily a metaphor with limited explanatory value in itself:

It does not specify any concrete mechanism of binding features together, and in particular

no neural implementation. Neural systems are not organized into files that can be filled with

arbitrary content, but are formed of populations of neurons whose response to specific visual

features is determined by their connectivity within the larger network.

In this paper, we will review behavioural studies that investigate the properties and limita-

tions of feature binding in visual working memory (VWM), with a focus on newer approaches

that recognize that encoding, maintenance and recall in working memory are noisy processes

with limited precision. We will then describe several recent models of working memory that

address the issue of feature binding and propose concrete mechanisms for implementing rep-

resentations of feature conjunctions in a neural system. We will discuss implications of the

proposed binding mechanisms for the interpretation of various behavioural results, and criti-

cally assess the view that memorizing feature binding requires additional resources that are

not engaged in memory for individual features. Finally, we will review evidence for specific

impairments of feature binding in ageing and different clinical conditions.

Objects and features

Much research related to binding in working memory (WM) has been framed in terms of

whether the units of WM — which determine capacity limits — are individual features or inher-

ently bound objects. This question was already hinted at in earlier work (Irwin and Andrews,

1996), but it gained significant traction with the influential paper of Luck and Vogel (1997; ex-

tended in Vogel et al., 2001). Luck and Vogel observed that the ability to detect a change in a

stimulus array of a given set size (i.e. number of objects) was equal whether the objects varied

in a single feature (e.g., coloured squares) or in up to four features (bars differing in colour,

orientation, size, and presence or absence of a gap; Figure 1A). They also reported identical

performance with single-colour objects and objects composed of two colours. The authors

concluded that the units of working memory are integrated object representations rather than

individual features. This ”strong object hypothesis” goes beyond the Object File Theory, which

assumed that memory for unbound features coexists with a limited number of bound represen-

tations.

Several subsequent studies attempted and failed to replicate Luck and Vogel’s finding re-

garding two-colour objects (Wheeler and Treisman, 2002; Olson and Jiang, 2002; Xu, 2002b;

Delvenne and Bruyer, 2004; Parra et al., 2011a). These studies generally found that combin-

ing two colours into a single object provided no benefit over remembering the same number of

colours in separate objects, consistent with capacity limited by number of features, not objects.

Xu (2002b) found analogous results for objects combining two orientations.

One more recent study again argued in favour of the strong object hypothesis (Luria and
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Figure 1: Change detection tasks to test working memory performance for features and con-

junctions. (A) Task structure and stimulus arrays used by Luck and Vogel (1997). Participants

briefly view a sample array, followed by a retention interval and then a test array, and have

to report whether the two arrays are the same or different (here shown for a ”different” trial in

a colour change detection task). On the right, example stimulus arrays are shown with four

features per item (orientation, colour, size, and presence of a gap) and for objects comprising

two colours each. (B) Examples of sample and test arrays used in Experiment 3 of Wheeler

and Treisman (2002). Possible test arrays are shown realizing changes in colour, location,

or colour-location conjunctions compared to the given sample array, using either whole-array

or single-probe tests. For the whole-array test, the arrays in ”same” trials are always identi-

cal to the sample array. For feature changes (colour or location), the features of two items

are changed to new values (to match the number of items affected by a single conjunction

change). In the single-probe tests, colour memory is tested with centrally presented colours,

and location memory with black squares, while conjunction memory is tested with a coloured

square at the location of one item in the sample array. (C) Examples of test and sample ar-

rays from Experiment 1 of Treisman and Zhang (2006). For this experiment, only changes to

novel features had to be detected (so all test arrays shown here represent ”same” trials for the

given sample array), but task-irrelevant changes in locations or bindings of features could be

introduced at test.
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Vogel, 2011), this time based on EEG results showing no difference in delay activity between

colour-conjunction objects and the same number of single-colour objects during the later phase

of maintenance (but see Wilson et al., 2012). While this study found a performance cost for

dual-colour compared to single-colour stimuli, the authors argued that this was merely due to

comparison errors for the visually more complex conjunction stimuli (Awh et al., 2007). It is not

clear, however, why the same effect of higher complexity on comparison errors would not be

observed for items that combine different feature dimensions. Moreover, Taylor et al. (2017)

found that effects of item complexity are significantly better explained by reduction in memory

capacity than an increase in comparison errors. Overall, the strong object hypothesis is poorly

supported by current evidence.

Support for independent feature stores

Luck and Vogel (1997) had employed the experiment with dual-colour stimuli to exclude an

alternative to the strong object hypothesis, namely the idea of independent working mem-

ory stores for different feature dimensions. This view, which was espoused among others by

Magnussen and Greenlee (1999) and Wheeler and Treisman (2002), assumes that there is

a separate working memory capacity for each feature dimension, such that features can be

added in one dimension without incurring any cost on memory performance for other, qualita-

tively different feature dimensions. While it is now widely accepted that there is a substantial

benefit to storing combinations of different features (e.g. two colours and two orientations)

instead of more of the same feature (e.g. four orientations), the question of whether there is a

cost of increasing the number of feature dimensions is still actively investigated.

The original findings of Luck and Vogel (1997) indicating equal performance for single-

feature and multi-feature objects were reproduced by several subsequent change detection

studies (Olson and Jiang, 2002; Delvenne and Bruyer, 2004; Riggs et al., 2011; and one

experiment of Wheeler and Treisman, 2002, although other experiments did show a small cost

for additional features). In a recent study, Wang et al. (2017) employed a modification of the

typical change detection design in which they varied the number of different feature values in

each dimension (by allowing groups of items to share e.g. the same colour), rather than the

number of relevant feature dimensions. They found that having more different feature values in

one dimension reduced performance for detecting changes within that dimension, but had no

significant effect on detecting changes in other dimensions. This is consistent with the concept

of independent feature stores.

One weakness of these earlier studies is that their conclusions were based on statistical

null effects (no significant difference in performance for added feature dimensions). In contrast,

the recent study of Shin and Ma (2017) addressed several questions regarding the storage of

different features using formal model comparisons. While earlier work often treated memoriza-

tion as a binary process (a feature is either memorized or not, and if it is, then a change in that

feature will be detected), this study was based on more recent conceptualizations of working

memory: It assumed that the precision of memorized features is limited due to random noise

(Bays and Husain, 2008; van den Berg et al., 2012; Ma et al., 2014), and that forming a de-

cision (change or no change) based on noisy representations of sample and test stimuli is a
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Figure 2: Possible memory sample arrays to test how memory performance is affected by

number of objects and number of features to be memorized. These sample arrays may be

used either for a change detection or an analogue recall task. The left display is matched

to the middle display with respect to the number of relevant features to be memorized (three

colours and three orientations), the right display is matched to the middle one in the number of

objects in the array.

process of probabilistic inference.

Shin and Ma obtained behavioural data for a change localization task with varying change

magnitude, and produced quantitative model fits based on different assumptions about feature

storage. Among other results, they found that a model with independent memory resources

for colour and orientation accounted for the data significantly better than one with fully shared

capacity. One important aspect taken into account by the formal modelling was the increased

decision noise when comparing multiple features: the simple fact that more individual compar-

isons are performed when detecting or localizing a change in an array with more features can

lead to a higher error rate in multi-feature arrays, even when memory resources for different

feature dimensions are entirely independent.

Object benefit and effects of feature separation

While these studies support largely separate feature stores, there is also substantial evidence

that their independence is incomplete. One relatively uncontroversial finding is that the num-

ber of objects still matters, with better performance when features are combined into fewer

objects (the “object benefit”; this is sometimes referred to as the ”weak object hypothesis”).

Specifically, change detection performance for arrays of N conjunction stimuli (e.g., 3 coloured

oriented arrows; Figure 2) tends to be significantly better than for a mixed array with N items

for each feature dimension (e.g., 3 black arrows and 3 coloured disks; Olson and Jiang, 2002;

Delvenne and Bruyer, 2004; Wilson et al., 2012). Fougnie et al. (2013) also found similar re-

sults in an analogue recall task (Figure 3). The study of Shin and Ma (2017) likewise supports

an object benefit based on formal model comparisons, attributing it to ”leaking” of memory

resources for each feature dimension to the stimuli for which that feature is not relevant (or

non-existing). Nonetheless, the performance for mixed displays in these studies is still better

than performance for 2N conjunctions (e.g., 6 coloured arrows; Marshall and Bays, 2013, but

see Xu, 2002a for partially contradictory findings).

It has been observed in various studies that the object benefit (or, conversely, the cost of

memorizing additional features of a stimulus) depends on the distance and connectedness of

the individual features within the object. For instance, Xu (2002a) found that the cost of mon-
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Figure 3: An analogue recall (or continuous reproduction) task. (A) Participants view a sample

array, followed by a retention interval, and then a test display in which they have to report a

feature value of one item on a continuous scale. In the example here, participants are cued

with location and have to report the colour of the item at that location on a colour wheel. (B)

Response distributions are often analysed using a mixture model (here the three-component

model of Bays et al., 2009). The model assumes that responses either reflect the feature value

of the cued item (the target) with some variability σ, a feature of one of the other (non-target)

items in the sample array with the same variability, or are the result of a random guess. A

maximum likelihood fit of the model to empirical data yields estimates of the variability measure

σ and the weights of the different mixture components α, β, and γ (with α+ β + γ = 1).
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itoring two features compared to one feature for changes in an object array decreased when

the different features were combined into the same part of an object (e.g. a coloured oriented

bar compared to a black bar over a coloured circle). The same dual-feature monitoring cost

is lower when object parts (here, coloured ”cap” and oriented ”stem” of mushroom stimuli)

are presented as conjoined objects, rather than spatially separated (Xu, 2002b; but see Del-

venne and Bruyer, 2006, for limitations of this finding, and Lee and Chun, 2001, for contrary

results). Xu (2006) further showed specific effects of feature distance and connectedness in

such mushroom stimuli by systematically manipulating the degree of separation between the

stem and cap components.

Wang et al. (2016) further explored the object benefit by varying the presentation type —

simultaneous or sequential presentation, either at the same or different locations — in addition

to the conjunction state of items (joined or separated, using either mushroom stimuli or colour-

orientation combinations). They found that the object benefit critically depended on whether

object location was relevant and informative in the task, and concluded that it is in fact fore-

most a shared-location benefit, rather than a benefit of shared objecthood (see also Davis and

Holmes, 2005). While this is consistent with most previous findings on the object benefit, one

result is potentially at odds with it: extending earlier results from Delvenne and Bruyer (2004),

Ecker et al. (2013) found that the cost of dual-feature monitoring for shape-colour combinations

is reduced when they appear to be part of the same object rather than object and background,

even if the difference in visual appearance (and spatial separation) that generates that effect is

minimal.

Further limits on feature independence

Beyond the performance costs that arise when features are spatially separated, several more

recent studies have also found a cost of adding more feature dimensions even for strongly

integrated objects (although this cost is still lower than that of adding more items in the same

feature dimension). Fougnie et al. (2010) tested independence of feature capacity in an ana-

logue recall task. Subjects had to memorize arrays of coloured, oriented triangles, and after

a delay report a feature of one item cued by its location. In separate blocks, subjects were

tested only on colour, only on orientation, or on either feature. While the proportion of re-

sponses reflecting the target feature (rather than a non-target or a random guess; see Figure

3B) was unaffected by condition, recall precision was found to be significantly reduced in the

either-feature blocks. The authors argued that the failure to detect a cost of additional feature

dimensions in previous change detection tasks was due to a lack of sensitivity when using

only large categorical changes, and indeed found a dual-feature cost in a subsequent change

detection task specifically when using small changes in feature values. A decrease in repro-

duction precision was also observed when memorizing two features instead of only one feature

of a single memory item (Swan et al., 2016; see also Palmer et al., 2015).

Oberauer and Eichenberger (2013) employed a classic change detection task, but in-

creased the number of feature dimensions up to six. Using Bayesian statistics, they found

effects of both set size and number of features in the display on change detection performance,

largely independent of the number of possible values in each dimension and the available en-
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coding time. Unlike Fougnie et al. (2010), they also observed the same effects regardless of

change magnitude. In contrast to Luck and Vogel (1997) and other studies, Cowan et al. (2013)

found a significant (although modest) cost of monitoring for changes in two features at the same

time even for highly integrated stimuli (coloured shapes), and even when the feature that could

have changed was indicated at test (to control for decision noise, as discussed above). Hard-

man and Cowan (2015) directly attempted to replicate the multi-feature experiment of Luck

and Vogel (1997) (also controlling for decision noise). Using Bayesian statistics, they found

strong evidence for an effect of the number of relevant feature dimensions on change detec-

tion performance, in addition to the set size effect observed in the original study. Nonetheless,

the study still found support for partial independence of feature stores, in that the estimated

total number of memorized feature values in the multi-feature condition was higher than in the

easiest single-feature condition.

Independence of recall for features of single objects

A different question regarding the organization of working memory is whether different fea-

tures of a single object are memorized and recalled as a unit (i.e. if one feature of an object

can be recalled, then all of its other features should be recalled as well) or whether they are

memorized and recalled independently of each other (such that e.g. the colours of one subset

and the orientation of another subset of sample items can be reported). While object-based

approaches inherently favour the former hypothesis, the concept of separate capacity limits

is actually compatible with both possibilities. The question can be addressed directly in ana-

logue recall tasks if participants have to report multiple features of a cued item. Using this

approach, Fougnie and Alvarez (2011) and Fougnie et al. (2013) found that memory failures,

operationalized as metrically large recall errors, occurred largely independently for reporting an

item’s colour and orientation (but were correlated for closely related features, namely width and

height of a rectangle). Bays et al. (2011) directly fit the behavioural data in such a task with an

extended mixture model that distinguished independent and correlated swap or guess errors,

and the best fit was close to the prediction of fully independent feature recall. One earlier study

had found nearly opposite results, with strong correlations between the memorized items for

different feature dimensions (Gajewski and Brockmole, 2006). The authors of the subsequent

studies argued that this was likely an artefact resulting from a very short presentation time

and widely spaced objects, leading subjects to focus their spatial attention on only a subset of

items to achieve at least partial memorization of the sample array. Such an effect of shorter

presentation time was subsequently confirmed by Peich et al. (2013).

There is also evidence for at least partial independence in the encoding of an object’s fea-

tures into WM. By using varying, brief presentation times of a sample array, followed by a

mask, Woodman and Vogel (2008) showed that colours can be encoded more quickly than

orientations, but that their encoding is slowed down when both features have to be memorized.

Moreover, the authors found a lower amplitude of the contralateral delay activity (CDA), an

EEG measure related to working memory load, for conditions where only colour was relevant

compared to orientation or dual-feature conditions. Memory for different features can be dif-

ferentially affected by retro-cues indicating which feature dimension is going to be tested (Park
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et al., 2017), supporting some independence in storing different features of the same items,

but also a trade-off of capacity between them. A number of studies have also investigated to

what degree task-irrelevant features are memorized, finding low-precision, but above-chance

performance in surprise tests (Swan et al., 2016; Shin and Ma, 2016; see also Shin and Ma,

2017), some degree of interference from irrelevant feature changes (Gao et al., 2011; Shen

et al., 2013; Hyun et al., 2009), and limitations on the ability to ignore features of specific items

in mixed displays (Vidal et al., 2005; Marshall and Bays, 2013).

It has also been observed that the feature conjunctions in a sample array affect the com-

parison to a single test item, even when only the individual features are task-relevant (Quinlan

and Cohen, 2011; Vergauwe and Cowan, 2015). This has been interpreted as evidence for

object-based working memory representations, but could also be explained by features sep-

arately encoded in different stores being bound together again at recall (e.g. through spatial

attention directed to the same location in multiple feature maps, as proposed in section ”Space

as a binding dimension”, below). These results do indicate, however, that feature bindings

are stored at least in an implicit form even when they are not task-relevant (but see Sala and

Courtney, 2009 for an opposing view).

Interim summary

Based on the results reviewed here, the strong object hypothesis can be considered largely

refuted, both with respect to capacity limits and independence of recall for different features

of individual objects. There is strong support for at least a partial independence of memory

capacities for different feature dimensions, but also substantial evidence that there is some cost

associated with adding more feature dimensions. The somewhat discrepant results regarding

the magnitude of this cost may in part stem from the specific choice of feature dimensions

used in the sample arrays, with some supposedly distinct feature dimensions still tapping into

the same feature stores (e.g. various spatial features in Oberauer and Eichenberger, 2013).

Despite the overall support for independence of memory for different feature dimensions, there

is also robust evidence that combining features into fewer individual objects conveys a benefit

for working memory performance. This benefit may be mediated by the number of locations

over which the features are distributed, suggesting an important role of space that is consistent

with models of working memory based on multiple interconnected feature maps (Treisman,

1988; see also Franconeri et al., 2013).

Binding features in VWM

Evidence for a binding deficit

While the considerations about features and objects in the previous section provide important

constraints for the problem of feature binding, they do not directly address the questions of how

and to what degree the specific conjunctions between different features of an object are mem-

orized. Several classical studies suggested that WM for conjunctions was less reliable than

memory for individual features (Stefurak and Boynton, 1986; Treisman et al., 1977). We will
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refer to a performance decrement between a task requiring memorization of feature bindings

and one that requires only memory for individual features as a binding deficit in this review.

The issue was further investigated in the influential study of Wheeler and Treisman (2002),

who employed comparisons between different conditions in a change detection task to assess

memory performance for feature conjunctions in comparison to single features. For instance,

for a sample array of coloured squares, they instructed participants in separate blocks to moni-

tor for changes either in colour, location, both features (independent of binding), or the specific

conjunctions of colours and locations. Only the relevant features were ever changed at test (to

new values in the single feature and both-feature condition, by recombination in the conjunction

condition), and they employed either a whole-array or a single-probe test (Figure 1B).

The authors found that change detection performance was specifically impaired in the bind-

ing condition compared to the both-features condition, but only when using the whole-array test,

and not for single-probe tests. This pattern was reproduced when testing binding of colours to

shapes (with location made uninformative by randomly scrambling items at test). Wheeler and

Treisman concluded that, in addition to separate feature stores with their own capacity, there is

an additional capacity-limited storage for memorizing feature bindings. They further proposed

that this latter storage is dependent on sustained attention, making it susceptible to interference

from the presentation of multiple stimuli in the whole-array test (however, several subsequent

studies have failed to replicate the difference between whole-array and single-probe conditions;

see section “Problems of assessing the binding deficit”, below).

A specific limitation in binding memory was also reported in an experiment requiring the

continuous monitoring of a rotating, cyclically occluded array of coloured disks (Saiki, 2003a).

Subjects showed a significantly decreased performance for detecting colour swaps compared

to introduction of new colours, although subsequent research indicated that this effect may be

specifically caused by the movement of the array (Saiki, 2003b).

Role of attention

Various studies have tried to further elucidate the deficit in change detection performance for

feature binding, and in particular the role of attention in binding memory (sometimes framed in

terms of the involvement of the episodic buffer and central executive within the influential model

of Baddeley and Hitch, 1974, and Baddeley, 2000). One key method employed is the dual-

task paradigm, in which a second, attention-demanding task is performed during the retention

interval of a working memory task that tests either single features or conjunctions. Using this

approach, Allen et al. (2006) found that a concurrent backwards counting task or a verbal

memory task impaired overall change detection performance, but did not have a selective

impact on memory for feature bindings. These results were confirmed and extended in later

studies with various concurrent tasks (Allen et al., 2012; Morey and Bieler, 2013; Vergauwe

et al., 2014; see also Yeh et al., 2005; Delvenne et al., 2010), and were found to hold even

when features were presented separately and had to be bound internally (Allen et al., 2009;

Karlsen et al., 2010; but see Gao et al., 2017). These results indicate that binding memory

does not make specific demands on sustained attention (but see Brown and Brockmole, 2010

for a conflicting finding).
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However, certain task conditions have been found to specifically impact binding memory

performance. Allen et al. (2006) observed that memory for feature binding declined more than

memory for individual features when the items of the sample array were presented sequentially

rather than simultaneously (confirmed by Brown and Brockmole, 2010; Allen et al., 2014). A

specific susceptibility of feature bindings to interference from subsequent distractor stimuli has

also been observed (Ueno et al., 2011; Allen et al., 2015), but only if these distractors were

similar to the sample items. And while most attention-demanding concurrent tasks do not

cause a selective binding deficit, such a deficit has been observed for concurrent tasks that

strongly tax visuo-spatial or object-based attention, including demanding multi-object tracking

(Fougnie and Marois, 2009), mental rotation (Shen et al., 2015) or visual search (Zokaei et al.,

2014; but see Johnson et al., 2008 for an earlier study that failed to find a selective effect of

visual search on feature binding).

These findings suggest that there is no specific reliance of feature binding on the kind

of attentional resources conceptualized in the central executive, but there is evidence for a

specific susceptibility to interference from subsequent visual stimulation and challenging tasks

that require visuo-spatial attention.

Problems of assessing the binding deficit

While the studies reviewed above yield a relatively consistent picture regarding the role of

attention, their results are less clear regarding the more elementary question of whether there

is a binding deficit in WM in the absence of concurrent tasks, i.e. a specific limitation for

memorizing the binding between features. Unlike Wheeler and Treisman (2002), some studies

found evidence for a binding deficit even when using a single-probe test (Brown and Brockmole,

2010; Ueno et al., 2011). In contrast, Johnson et al. (2008) tried to directly replicate the findings

of Wheeler and Treisman, and they observed that performance for binding changes was not

different from performance for changes in the more difficult of the individual features. This

result did not differ between single-probe and whole-array tests.

Some of the discrepancy between studies can be attributed to the fact that there is no

clear consensus about what the criterion for a binding deficit should be in a change detection

task. Since an incorrect response provides little information about the way in which encoding,

maintenance or comparison failed in a single trial, binding deficits can only be detected by

comparing accuracy measures in different task conditions that are putatively matched in their

memory demands except for the role of feature binding. To achieve this for whole-array tests,

Wheeler and Treisman (2002) compared a single feature swap in the binding condition with the

replacement of two feature values in the single-feature and either-feature conditions, such that

the number of items affected by the change is matched. Allen et al. (2006) argued that when

using single-probe tests in a binding-change condition, the sample array should also contain

feature repetitions in some trials (which they excluded in the analysis) so that participants could

not remember only a subset of items and rely on exclusion principles to determine the correct

response (e.g., if an item matches one feature of a remembered item but not the other, it must

be a recombination).

It is also disputed whether the binding condition should be compared to a condition requir-
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ing the simultaneous monitoring of two features (independent of their binding), or to the more

difficult of the two single-feature conditions. In cases where there is a significant difference in

performance for the two feature dimensions involved, the either-feature condition might yield

better performance because some changes are in the easy-to-detect feature, while the binding

condition necessarily requires memorizing the more difficult feature as well, a point made by

Johnson et al. (2008). These authors also noted the possibility that summary statistics of fea-

tures in an array (e.g. the average colour; see Brady et al., 2011 for a review) could be used in

change detection; the summary statistics are affected by introducing novel feature values, but

not by recombination of features. Additional factors that may affect performance are whether

the stimuli in the single-feature conditions vary only in that single relevant feature or in both

features (e.g. black shapes vs. shapes with different, but task-irrelevant colours; Allen et al.,

2012), and whether different conditions are mixed or blocked (Morey and Bieler, 2013). It has

also been suggested that performance in a change detection task, in particular with whole-

array test, generally underestimates memory capacity for feature conjunctions compared to

cued recall tasks, due to automatic overwriting or rebinding of features when the test array is

presented (Alvarez and Thompson, 2009).

A final issue arises from the finding that recall errors occur independently for different fea-

tures of a single item, as discussed above (Bays et al., 2011; Fougnie and Alvarez, 2011).

Taking this into account, Cowan et al. (2013) predicted that the proportion of correctly recalled

feature conjunctions from a sample array should be the product of the proportions of correctly

recalled features in each feature dimension. They argued for a capacity limit with respect to the

number of items held in WM, but assumed that for each item only a subset of features might

be memorized. A quantitative model based on these assumptions (and without any additional

capacity limit for bindings) accounted well for the experimentally observed performance in a

change detection task with single-feature and binding changes. The authors proposed that a

small remaining deficit in binding performance might be due to a negative correlation between

memory for the two features from trial to trial (consistent with Park et al., 2017).

Interim summary

The issues discussed above illustrate the difficulty of defining and assessing a specific bind-

ing deficit in change detection tasks that would indicate a separate substrate or mechanism

for storing conjunctions (with its own capacity limitations or potential for errors), in addition to

memory stores for individual features. The interpretation of many results necessarily depends

on specific assumptions about the organization of memory stores and the processes used to

reach a decision about the presence or absence of a change. In the following section, we

will review several recent models that propose concrete mechanisms for feature binding, but

primarily address analogue (cued) recall rather than change detection tasks. Analogue recall

(Figure 3A) inherently requires binding in memory, since the report feature must be reproduced

for the item matching the given cue feature (typically an item’s location, but sometimes another

feature such as colour, see Gorgoraptis et al., 2011). The graded response provides more

information than the binary response in change detection tasks, and in particular allows detec-

tion of “swap errors” (Bays et al., 2009), in which the wrong item’s feature value is reported.
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This kind of error indicates a failure to retrieve the correct memory item based on the cue. We

will revisit the issue of a binding deficit in change detection tasks at a later point, after reviewing

different models of feature binding in WM in the next section and discussing the explanations

they provide for swap errors in cued recall tasks.

Models of feature binding

Various models have proposed concrete mechanisms and neural processes for memorizing

and binding different features in visual WM, aiming to explain various results from behavioural

experiments. We will review an influential classical model of binding and several more recent

models. These newer models all share the idea that individual features are represented in a

form of population code, such that the range of possible feature values (e.g., colour hues) is

represented in the activity pattern of a population of neurons with varying preferred values.

Related to this, memory stores are assumed to be characterized by a limited precision of

representation, rather than a binary distinction between items that are memorized and those

that are not.

Binding by synchrony

Several influential early papers (Vogel et al., 2001; Wheeler and Treisman, 2002) referred to

the idea of binding through synchronization of neural firing as a possible explanation for their

behavioural findings. This conceptual model (von der Malsburg, 1999; Engel and Singer, 2001)

is based on oscillatory patterns in cortical neural activity, with neurons showing increased firing

at regular intervals. It proposes that neurons contributing to the representation of a single

object fire in synchrony with each other, while activity for separate objects occurs at different

phases of an oscillatory cycle. Creating and maintaining such synchrony across different neural

populations requires specific properties of the involved neurons and their connectivity, and

while some aspects of this model are supported by recent neural evidence (Axmacher et al.,

2010; Lundqvist et al., 2016), a functional role of synchrony in binding is still controversial

(Harris and Gordon, 2015; Shadlen and Movshon, 1999).

A formal neural model implementing binding in VWM through synchronized spiking was

presented by Raffone and Wolters (2001). The model seeks to explain putative capacity limits

of VWM based on the principle that a limited number of separate phases of neural firing for

different objects can be fit into an oscillatory cycle while still keeping those phases both stable

and distinct from each other. The model therefore implements the strong object hypothesis,

proposing that VWM capacity is only limited by the number of distinct items, and not the num-

ber of features within each item. To our knowledge no existing synchronisation model can

reproduce the observed decline in recall precision with memory load (Bays and Husain, 2008),

nor quantitatively fit behavioural data. We therefore turn our attention to more recent models

that in many cases do provide such quantitative fits, based on various alternatives to binding

by synchrony (O’Reilly et al., 2003).
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Binding pool model

The binding pool model of Swan and Wyble (2014) has at its core a population of neurons that

are linked to various individual feature representations — colour and location, in the example

shown in Figure 4A. Each neuron in this binding pool is connected to neurons that form a

population code for single features in a largely random fashion (except that the connectivity re-

spects some similarity metrics within feature dimensions). In addition, there is a set of discrete

“token” nodes, which are likewise randomly connected to binding pool nodes. Visual stimuli

are memorized in a sequential fashion: For every item, its perceived feature values are acti-

vated in the individual feature representations, together with a randomly selected token node.

The activity of all binding pool nodes connected to these activated nodes is then elevated, and

this elevated activity is sustained during the retention interval. To generate a response in a

cued recall task, the feature value of the cue is first used to reactivate one of the token nodes

via the active neurons in the binding pool, and then the cue feature and token together are

used to reconstruct the response feature. For a colour change detection task, this procedure

is performed to retrieve each item’s memorized colour based on its location, and the retrieved

features are compared to the colours in the test array. The concentration of activity for the

recalled feature additionally provides a measure of response confidence.

The model has been shown to successfully reproduce effects of set size and change mag-

nitude in change detection tasks, and in cued recall tasks it accounted for effects of set size

and variability of sample items in cue and report dimensions. The model specifies relatively

detailed neural processes for encoding and retrieval, although it requires each model neuron

to perform complex operations that would likely require more than a single neuron to realize

in a biological system (e.g., maintaining an arbitrary activity level for each model neuron over

the retention interval, and performing multiple forms of multiplicative operation on activity state

and inputs). Some additional restrictions are employed for fitting behavioural data, namely that

only a random subset of 2–7 items from a sample array are encoded, and that a purely random

response is produced if a token cannot be selected unambiguously during recall. The model

does not explicitly implement a mechanism for storing combinations of more than two features,

although the authors suggest that several independent feature pairs (e.g. colour-location and

shape-location) might be linked to the same token node to encode all features of an object.

Interference model

More recently, Oberauer and Lin (2017) proposed an interference model of visual working

memory. In this model, the binding between two visual features is conceptualized as a distri-

bution of activation in a binding space (Figure 4B). This continuous, two-dimensional space is

spanned by the two feature dimensions to be bound, e.g. colour and location. Each item to be

memorized (as a conjunction of these two features) is represented as a two-dimensional von

Mises (circular normal) distribution in this space, centred on the item’s specific combination

of feature values. Additionally, background activation is assumed to be present in this binding

space as a result of neural noise.

To retrieve a memorized item in a cued recall task, the cue feature value is applied in
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Figure 4: Neural models of feature binding in VWM. (A) Binding pool model (Swan and Wyble,

2014), during the encoding of a single item characterized by colour and location. Neurons

are shown as circles, with shading indicating activation (darker meaning more active). (B) In-

terference model (Oberauer and Lin, 2017) during the recall of an item’s colour for a given

location cue. The cue is introduced as an activation distribution over one-dimensional space,

and the colour-location conjunctions for a memorized sample array are reflected in the activa-

tion distribution in the binding space (indicated by shading, darker meaning higher activation).

The resulting distribution of response probabilities over colour space is shown on top. Note

that only one-dimensional location information is used here and in the following model, reflect-

ing the angular location of a stimulus on a circle around fixation. (C) Conjunctive population

code model (Schneegans and Bays, 2017), shown for an analogue recall task with colour cue

and location response. Activity in neural population representations of multiple items is shown

colour coded. For recall, the feature values of each memorized item are decoded by maximum

likelihood estimation (black arrows), and the item whose colour value is closest to the given

cue is selected and its decoded location value produced as a response (red arrows). The

distribution of response probabilities (reflecting recall variability and swap errors) is shown at

the bottom. (D) Extended model of Schneegans and Bays (2017) with spatial binding of colour

and orientation. Population representations of multiple items are shown superimposed here.

To report the orientation of an item given a colour cue, the model first estimates the location

of the cued item, and then uses the location as a secondary cue to produce the orientation

response.
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the form of a one-dimensional von Mises distribution in the corresponding feature dimension

(again with the addition of a uniform component reflecting neural noise), and the multiplication

of this distribution with the binding space distribution, projected onto the response dimension,

yields a probability distribution of response values. The result can be described formally as a

mixture model, composed of a uniform component (resulting from background activation in the

binding space), a distribution reflecting all encoded response features equally (resulting from

the uniform component in cue space combined with activation peaks in the binding space),

and a component reflecting the encoded response features scaled according to the similarity

of the memorized items to the cue feature. Although the effects of interference between items

are emphasised in the model, it can be seen that the random noise component — which is

assumed to grow with set size — also plays a significant role in response generation. In order

to account for effects of cuing on memory performance, the model additionally assumes that

a single memory item can be held in a ”focus of attention” with higher precision and reduced

noise.

Oberauer and Lin (2017) specifically avoided mapping their conceptual binding space to

a single neural mechanism, but they give a number of possible neural implementations. One

that has already been used in related models for verbal memory (with lists of discrete words

instead of continuous visual features, Oberauer et al., 2012) assumes that working memory is

based on rapid synaptic plasticity (compare Stokes, 2015), equating the binding space with a

weight matrix of synaptic connections between different populations of neurons that represent

the individual feature spaces. Alternatively, the authors considered the possibility of realizing

the model through a conjunctive population code (as described for the next model). They

also tested an implementation variant intended to reflect binding through synchronous spiking

activity, with spike phase as an additional intermediate feature space, but found that it provided

a poorer fit to experimental data than the original implementation. The model has been used

to fit data for set size effects in cued recall tasks, and in particular accounts for different effects

of item similarity in the cue and feature dimension.

Conjunctive population code models

The model of Schneegans and Bays (2017) is conceptually similar to the idea of binding spaces

in the interference model, but is explicitly implemented as a neural population model with con-

junctive coding. Previous research had shown that decoding from neural population activity

with random noise can explain response distributions in cued recall tasks, with normalization

of total activity in a population accounting for set size effects (Bays, 2014). In the extended

version of this model with conjunctive coding, each neuron in the population is sensitive to

both of the features being bound, and the tuning curves of the population as a whole cover the

complete space of possible feature conjunctions (Figure 4C). In memorizing an array of visual

stimuli, the population response for each stimulus is determined separately based on the neu-

ral tuning curves, with additional random noise added. To perform a cued recall task, the cue

and response feature values of all memorized items are decoded from the population activity

via maximum likelihood estimation. The item whose decoded cue feature value is closest to

the given cue is selected, and its decoded response feature is produced as response. The
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model was applied to fit behavioural data from cued recall tasks testing colour-location bind-

ing, using either colour or location as a cue in different blocks of trials. The different patterns of

response distributions and proportions of swap errors in the two task variants were accurately

reproduced by decoding from a single conjunctive population, with different tuning widths for

colour and location. The model also explained effects of cue similarity on the probability of

swap errors, similar to the interference model.

The population coding model also explicitly addresses binding between more than two fea-

tures (Figure 4D). In an extension of the basic mechanism, the concept of binding via space

is employed to account for cued recall data when sample arrays contain multiple visual fea-

tures (colour, orientation, and location). To memorize such displays, two conjunctive popula-

tion codes for two features are combined, one representing colour-location conjunctions and

the other orientation-location conjunctions. When cued e.g. with a colour, the model will first

estimate the cued item’s location via one population code, and then use that location to de-

termine the orientation via the second population. The authors demonstrated that this binding

mechanism can explain response correlations in dual-report tasks (e.g. cue with colour, re-

port both location and orientation) significantly better than an alternative version with a direct

representation of colour-orientation conjunctions.

One limitation of the model of Schneegans and Bays (2017) is that it employs separate pop-

ulation representations for each item (to make maximum likelihood decoding mathematically

feasible). The closely related model of Matthey et al. (2015) superimposes representations of

all items in a single conjunctive population representation. This may have greater biological

plausibility, but it requires additional assumptions about the decoding mechanism, and makes

it computationally infeasible to fit single-trial data. The latter model additionally combines the

conjunctive population code with separate population codes for the individual features, to yield

a “mixed code” (Figure 5A). This provides a more efficient representation of precise feature

values and their bindings. Simulations showed that a proportion of 85% conjunctive neurons

to 15% single-feature neurons provided a good approximation to experimentally observed pro-

portions of swap errors in cued recall tasks.

Another limitation that holds for all models described so far is that they do not specify a

mechanism by which neural activity is sustained during the retention interval. This was ad-

dressed in the work of Schneegans et al. (2016), who proposed a detailed neural architec-

ture to autonomously perform the processes of memorization, maintenance, and comparison,

and to solve a variety of change detection tasks with different requirements regarding feature

binding (Figure 5B). The model is implemented as a set of differential equations describing

neural activation dynamics under the influence of external stimulation and internal interactions,

with working memory realized as attractor states in this neural dynamics (Wang, 2001). The

model employs conjunctive population coding with binding via space, but expands the neural

architecture with additional components for visual perception, attentional selection and feature

comparison. Consistent with Feature Integration Theory, the model assumes that multiple in-

dividual features can be processed and compared simultaneously (using the change detection

mechanism of Johnson et al., 2009), making use of parallel feature pathways; but attentional

selection of individual items is required to memorize and compare feature conjunctions, which
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Figure 5: Variants of conjunctive population models. (A) Population model with mixed rep-

resentation (Matthey et al., 2015), using a combination of conjunctive coding to capture the

binding of features (here, colour and orientation for three memorized items) and separate pop-

ulation codes that provide a fine-grained representation of individual feature values. Activity

in each population is colour-coded. (B) Neuro-dynamic model to describe the processes of

memory formation and change detection, using conjunctive population codes with binding via

space (Schneegans et al., 2016). The model employs a sensory level of representations that

receives visual input (left, with feature maps over space for colour and orientation), and forms

a memory representation of visual items in the form of self-sustained peaks of activation (right,

with the same representational format). It employs separate pathways for locations and individ-

ual feature spaces at an intermediate level (center), in order to allow an efficient transformation

of location information from a retinal to a gaze-invariant reference frame for memorization (top

left). This necessitates a sequential process in which items are attended one-by-one for mem-

orization and comparison (shown here for a partially completed memorization of three visual

stimuli, with the centrally located item currently selected by visual attention).
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rely on recombining the different feature pathways. However, due its complexity, this model

has not been able to quantitatively fit behavioural data.

Model accounts of binding failures

A consistent feature of the models reviewed here is that their core WM representations are

inherently conjunctive, i.e. they encode a combination of features. This is in contrast to the

assumption of the Object File Theory that features are stored separately, with additional inte-

grated object files available only for a small number of items. Only two of the models employ

separate feature representations as part of working memory, Schneegans et al. (2016) and

Matthey et al. (2015), with the latter explicitly investigating their contribution to memory and

recall performance.

From a theoretical point of view, such separate representations are attractive in that they

provide greater efficiency of representation. This is particularly relevant when using a con-

junctive population code to represent combinations of features (Fusi et al., 2016; the case is

somewhat less clear for synaptic mechanisms as proposed by Oberauer and Lin, 2017): to ad-

equately cover a conjoined feature space spanned by two feature dimensions with the tuning

curves of a neural population, many more neurons are required than to cover the two separate,

one-dimensional feature spaces. So if only the individual features and not their bindings are

relevant, separate feature representations can provide the same precision using far less neural

resources. This effect is employed in the model of Matthey et al. (2015), and forms the basis

for their account of swap errors in cued recall tasks: in determining the most likely response

value of the cued item from the mixed population code, the decoding of correct binding can fail

due to noise in the conjunctive population, while the separate feature representations still allow

a reliable estimation of the individual feature values from the sample array.

Swap errors as effect of cue similarity

How do the models without such mixed representations explain swap errors? The binding pool

model does not actually produce true swap errors under the conditions tested by Swan and

Wyble (2014), but interference between multiple memorized items produces biases that can

be misclassified as swap errors by a mixture model. This mechanism does provide good fits to

experimental data in cued recall tasks for colour, but it is less clear whether it can account for

findings in location recall, where responses are typically more precise and have been shown

to cluster specifically around the actual locations of target and non-target items (Pertzov et al.,

2012; Schneegans and Bays, 2016). In contrast, the models of Oberauer and Lin (2017)

and Schneegans and Bays (2017) do produce real swap errors centred on the features of a

non-target item, and they both do so via the same mechanism: confusions based on feature

similarity in the cue dimension (Bays et al., 2009).

Several previous studies had already found support for the notion that swap errors depend

on the cue dimension. Rajsic and Wilson (2014) reported that in a cued recall task for coloured

rings, the proportion of swap errors and guesses depended on which feature dimension (colour
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or location) was used as the cue and which one had to be reported. This indicates that swap

errors do not primarily reflect the forgetting of bindings or whole items, because such forgetting

would affect performance equally independent of the cue dimension used.1 Additionally, the

proportion of swap errors can be reduced when multiple redundant cues are given (Rajsic et al.,

2017). Other studies had observed that, when location was used as the cue, swap errors

depended on the spatial proximity between items, occurring much more frequently between

items that were close to each other (Emrich and Ferber, 2012; Rerko et al., 2014; Bays, 2016;

see also Souza et al., 2014).

Both Oberauer and Lin (2017) and Schneegans and Bays (2017) extended these results to

other feature dimensions, demonstrating that swap errors occur preferentially for items whose

feature value in the cue dimension is similar to the target item (and thus, similar to the given

cue) – regardless of whether that cue dimension is location or colour. Both models account for

this effect through imprecision in recall of the cue dimension features: in the model of Schnee-

gans and Bays, decoding variability from the noisy population code can lead to a non-target

item being selected as the one most similar to the given cue, especially if its cue feature is sim-

ilar to the target (Figure 4C); and in the model of Oberauer and Lin, overlap of similar items’

broad activity bumps in the binding space with the cue input leads to activation of response

features for certain non-target items (Figure 4B; in addition, background noise causes a certain

proportion of swap errors for all non-targets independent of cue similarity). Both models suc-

cessfully fit cue similarity effects in quantitative detail. While the conjunctive population model

uses notably fewer free parameters to achieve this, no formal model comparison has yet been

carried out between these two models.

Implications for change detection tasks

What do these proposed mechanisms mean for binding deficits in change detection tasks?

The binding pool model explicitly addresses change detection, and explains differences in de-

tecting feature and conjunction changes by biases in recalled features towards the features

of other memorized items (the same effect that explains swap errors in this model). In addi-

tion, its change detection mechanism takes into account the possibility that a correspondence

between sample and test item cannot be unambiguously established (based on location), in

which case a change in that item remains undetected. The models of Oberauer and Lin (2017)

and Schneegans and Bays (2017) do not address change detection directly, but the distribu-

tions of response probability they generate for cued recall tasks (shown in Figure 4B and C)

nonetheless provide some intuition as to why conjunction changes may be harder to detect

than novel features. The probability distributions show peaks around the report features of

several non-targets, in addition to the peak around the actual target feature value (as a result

of uncertainty with respect to the cued item). If these distributions are used to decide if a given

test feature matches the one in memory for a single item, a feature value coinciding with one

of these non-target peaks would produce a weaker change signal than a novel feature that

1It should be noted that Rajsic and Wilson (2014) also found an increase of guess errors if all non-target items

were presented again at test, while swap errors essentially disappeared in this condition. This may indicate that

some swap errors are the result of forgetting whole items.
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does not match any of them (compare Cowan et al., 2006 for a signal detection interpretation

of conjunction changes).

While this suggests an intuitive explanation of reduced performance in conjunction change

detection, turning it into a concrete implementation is not entirely straightforward. The models

discussed here assume that response generation corresponds to drawing a single sample

from the probability distribution, without any part having explicit access to the full distribution.

This generates swap errors in some trials, but these would only by chance match a specific

conjunction change in a change detection trial. Donkin et al. (2015) tested a model that allowed

random swaps to occur within a framework based on a fixed number of slots for memory items,

and found that it failed to capture empirically observed proportions of hits and false alarms,

especially at higher set sizes. A model producing swap errors based on noise in the cue

dimension may produce a different pattern of responses than this slot-based approach, but no

study has directly tested this, and it remains unknown at this time whether such a mechanism

alone can account for differences in detecting feature and conjunction changes.

Another important aspect of the binding problem is to consider whether memorizing bind-

ings and detecting conjunction changes involve sequential or parallel operations. Feature In-

tegration Theory proposed that the formation and comparison of feature bindings requires fo-

cused attention, necessitating sequential processing of visual stimuli. The binding pool model

likewise assumes that items are memorized and compared in a sequential fashion, indepen-

dent of the binding requirement in the task. In contrast, in the neural process model of Schnee-

gans et al. (2016), a sequential operation is assumed only for memorization and comparison

of feature conjunctions, while the detection of a novel feature is performed fast and in parallel,

causing automatic deployment of attention to the change (as observed by Hyun et al., 2009). If

a slower sequential process is indeed required to detect recombination of features, this could

further contribute to reduced binding change detection, especially for whole-array tests. More-

over, if different modes of operation are required for feature and conjunction changes, a failure

to employ the correct mode may explain certain biases in change detection tasks (e.g. false

alarms for irrelevant conjunction changes, Treisman and Zhang, 2006; see below). Elucidat-

ing the detailed processes underlying change detection is not trivial using behavioural studies

(Gilchrist and Cowan, 2014), but must nonetheless form an important part of a full understand-

ing of visual feature binding.

Reconsidering the binding deficit

Taken together, the findings and theoretical considerations described above lead us to ques-

tion the assumption that there exists a specific limitation for memorizing feature conjunctions.

The occurrence of swap errors in cued recall tasks, and potentially also impaired detection of

binding changes in change detection tasks, can be explained by the limited precision for recall-

ing individual features resulting from inherently conjunctive representations. This suggests that

there exists a single memory substrate that inherently contains binding information, instead of

a number of separate stores for individual features supplemented by a more capacity-limited or

more error-prone store for binding between features. While the existence of separate memory

stores for individual features remains theoretically attractive, as it would provide high-fidelity
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representations with lower demand for neural resources, it does not appear necessary to ex-

plain the limitations of human memory performance.

There is also little direct evidence from neurophysiology for a separation of substrates in-

volved in memorizing features and binding information (a question typically framed as whether

there exist binding-specific brain areas). Shafritz et al. (2002) compared fMRI signals in a

change detection task requiring memory either for conjunctions or individual features (colour

and shape), and found increased activity in the conjunction condition in parietal regions as-

sociated with spatial attention. However, it was not tested whether this activity also occurred

during the (very brief) retention interval, and the effect was not observed when two sample

items were presented sequentially at the same location. Sala and Courtney (2007) did not find

any binding-specific activation during the retention interval of a working memory task. A more

recent fMRI study did report a variety of cortical regions with increased activity during the re-

tention interval for a conjunction condition compared to single-feature conditions (Parra et al.,

2014), although some of these regions overlapped with areas active for single features during

encoding. An involvement of the hippocampus for feature binding in working memory has also

been proposed, but the evidence is inconclusive (Piekema et al., 2006, 2010; see also section

”Role of medial temporal lobe”, below).

Are models with primarily conjunctive representations consistent with the evidence de-

scribed in the first section for largely independent feature stores? First, it must be considered

that in these models with noisy, limited-precision representations, errors in encoding and de-

coding different feature dimensions can still occur independently, and the precision of recall

can vary greatly between different feature dimensions even when encoded in a conjunctive

code (e.g. due to differences in neural tuning widths, Schneegans and Bays, 2017). More

importantly, however, most of these models deal foremost with binding of a single surface fea-

ture (e.g. colour) to a location, whereas most findings about feature independence deal with

different surface features (colour, orientation, shape, etc.). Two of the models described here

that explicitly deal with binding of multiple surface features (Schneegans et al., 2016; Schnee-

gans and Bays, 2017) employ separate population codes for different surface features that are

bound only via shared location information. We will review the plausibility of this mechanism

and the role of spatial location in binding in the next section.

The role of space and time for binding

Binding more than two visual features together poses a challenge for conjunctive population

codes. Covering the high-dimensional space spanned by multiple features with neural tuning

functions quickly becomes infeasible. One possible solution is to employ a specific binding

dimension that mediates the binding of all other features. This could be an abstract dimension,

as realized in the token nodes of the binding pool model (although in the concrete implemen-

tation, these serve for disambiguation in a conjunctive code rather than to directly mediate

binding). An alternative is binding via space, as implemented in the models of Schneegans

and Bays (2017) and Schneegans et al. (2016): each surface feature is bound via a conjunc-

tive population code to a location, and only the shared location binds different surface features
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to each other. This kind of representation matches the classical concept of feature maps over

space (as used in Feature Integration Theory), without requiring an additional representation

format like object files. Another possibility is that the presentation time or ordinal position of an

item in a sequence has a special role in binding: when items are presented simultaneously the

ordinal information could arise from sequentially selecting items with focused attention. We will

review experimental evidence and potential problems for these different approaches.

Evidence for a privileged role of space

We have already addressed the importance of location for the object benefit, and the sus-

ceptibility of bindings to interference from tasks that require strong visuo-spatial attention. In

general, object location is a salient feature that can be memorized with high precision and is

highly effective as a cue for recall of other features (Schneegans and Bays, 2017). EEG stud-

ies show that spatial attention can be drawn to items in working memory (Griffin and Nobre,

2003), even when the cue is non-spatial and location is entirely irrelevant for the task (Kuo

et al., 2009; DellAcqua et al., 2010; Eimer and Kiss, 2010). The task-irrelevant location of a

stimulus can also be directly decoded from EEG data (Foster et al., 2017). These findings and

consistent behavioural results (Theeuwes et al., 2011) indicate that location is automatically

encoded and reflected in sustained neural activity during working memory delays (see also

Olson and Marshuetz, 2005; Elsley and Parmentier, 2015).

Direct behavioural evidence for a role of location in binding other features was presented in

the influential study of Treisman and Zhang (2006) (recently replicated by Udale et al., 2017).

They showed, first, that in a change detection task for novel features, task-irrelevant changes

in binding of colour and shape were often misreported as feature changes when the items

in sample and test array were presented at the same locations, but not when items were

presented at new locations (Figure 1C); and second, that when the task required detecting

changes in shape-colour binding, performance was better when the sample and test arrays

were presented at the same than at different locations. The authors argued that binding be-

tween colour and shape is at least in part mediated by their shared location. They also noted

that it is likely not absolute object location that is relevant for these effects, but relative location

within a spatial configuration of objects, as supported by differences between single-item and

whole array probe conditions in their experiments, and a number of other studies (Jiang et al.,

2000; Hollingworth, 2007; Hollingworth and Rasmussen, 2010).

A similar conclusion about feature binding was reached by Saiki and Miyatsuji (2007). They

used a cyclically occluded array of coloured shapes, and compared detection performance for

swapping colours, shapes, or whole items between two locations. The results indicated that

initial detection of swaps is based on memorized bindings of individual features to locations,

although once attention is drawn to a specific item by a first swap, a more integrated represen-

tation of all features can be used to identify further changes. Kondo and Saiki (2012) further

confirmed the finding that randomly changing items’ locations interfered with the detection of

changes in colour-shape binding, while random changes in the colours or shapes did not inter-

fere with monitoring bindings of the other feature to location.

One possible limitation to the findings supporting a privileged role of space is that most
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studies used relatively short retention intervals of around one second (Schneegans and Bays,

2017; Kondo and Saiki, 2012). This is long enough to rule out short-lived iconic (sensory)

memory as a basis for recall performance in these tasks. However, there is evidence that

the effects of task-irrelevant location changes on change detection performance for feature

bindings decline significantly over longer delay durations (Treisman and Zhang, 2006; Logie

et al., 2011; see also Bocincova et al., 2017). It is therefore possible that location is important

for feature binding only at short to intermediate delays, and a different storage format supports

memory at longer delays.

Space as a binding dimension

Schneegans and Bays (2017) tested the hypothesis that non-spatial features are only bound

via their location using fits of their conjunctive population model to behavioural data. They used

a dual-report task, in which subjects were cued with either colour or orientation and reported

both the other non-spatial feature and the location of the cued item from the sample array. Er-

rors in both reports were strongly correlated, and the feature report was centred on the feature

at the reported location (even if that location was wrong). This result contrasts with the finding

of independent (uncorrelated) recall error for different non-spatial features described earlier

(Bays et al., 2011; Fougnie and Alvarez, 2011; Fougnie et al., 2013), but both are consistent

with a spatial binding account: if a spatial cue is used to retrieve two non-spatial features, these

are retrieved from different feature-location representations, in which maintenance or retrieval

can fail independently. But if one non-spatial feature is used as a cue to retrieve another one

bound to it via a shared location, a failure to retrieve the location will necessarily result in a

failure to retrieve the other feature. This reasoning follows the much earlier study of Nissen

(1985), and matches analogous findings for perceptual binding (Bundesen et al., 2003; Vul

and Rich, 2010; Huang, 2010).

The interpretation of binding via space is also supported by the study of Rajsic et al. (2017).

They demonstrated that multiple redundant cues led to better recall performance, but that

the effect was strongest when two non-spatial features (colour and orientation) were used to

retrieve a location. Adding another non-spatial feature to a spatial cue had little to no effect —

as expected if that additional feature could only be used to retrieve the item location already

provided. The disruptive effect of spatial scrambling of the test array in a change detection task

(Treisman and Zhang, 2006; Kondo and Saiki, 2012) can be explained as depriving observers

of the use of a spatial cue to directly access and compare the features of each memory item

(Levillain and Flombaum, 2012; but see also Gilchrist and Cowan, 2014), forcing them instead

to use e.g. the shape of an item to indirectly access its colour via their shared location in

memory. Related to this, it has been found that adding spatial structure to a memory display

improves children’s performance for detecting binding changes (Simmering and Wood, 2017).

The concept of binding via space is also plausible from a neural perspective, given that most

neurons involved in perceptual or memory representations of visual features are found to also

exhibit spatial selectivity (Op De Beeck and Vogels, 2000; Rao et al., 1997).

Arguing against a necessary role of location for memorizing visual sample arrays, Wood-

man et al. (2012) reported that performance in a colour change detection task was unimpaired
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under various types of task-irrelevant location and size changes between sample and test.

Notably however, this task did not require any binding of features (and see Levillain and Flom-

baum, 2012 for further limitations). Saiki (2016) argued that a location-independent storage

mechanism exists for colour-shape bindings, in addition to a mechanism that binds features

to locations. In their experiment, participants had to detect any feature match between a sin-

gle probe item and either of two sample items. They found a reaction time benefit when the

probe matched two features from the same item, independent of location match between sam-

ple and probe. However, such a single-item benefit could still arise when features are bound

via space, if attentional selection in working memory tends to activate whole spatially-bound

items even when cued with a non-spatial feature (as the results of Kuo et al., 2009 and others

suggest). The feasibility of such a mechanism has been demonstrated in the neural model

of Schneegans et al. (2016), to address detection of conjunction changes when locations are

scrambled.

One challenge for a system that employs binding via space is how to deal with object move-

ment (indeed, some have argued that for this reason location should be considered an extrin-

sic object property that is less strongly bound than intrinsic properties like colour and shape,

see Parra, 2017). Hollingworth and Rasmussen (2010) investigated this by briefly presenting

colours within squares, then moving the empty squares around during the retention interval.

They found that the colours were primarily bound to the locations where they were originally

presented, although some transfer to the new locations occurred (see also Bapat et al., 2017).

A further problem is how to deal with eye movements, which shift the whole visual field. The

model of Schneegans et al. (2016) employs a transformation of object location into a gaze-

invariant reference frame to keep the representation stable, but some recent findings suggest

a retinotopic reference frame for WM (Shafer-Skelton et al., 2017). Feature-location binding

can be disrupted at the time of a gaze change (Golomb et al., 2014), but to our knowledge no

study has empirically tested the effects of gaze shifts on binding between non-spatial features.

Binding in time

The grouping of individual visual features into objects can be defined not only by their spa-

tial arrangement, but also by temporal conjunctions. As described earlier, presenting items

sequentially at the same location has been found to result in impaired change detection perfor-

mance for binding compared to the simultaneous presentation of a sample array (Allen et al.,

2006). Gorgoraptis et al. (2011) showed that the sequential presentation of items in a cued

recall task leads to an increase in the proportion of swap errors compared to simultaneous

presentation. Kool et al. (2014) found that swap errors for sequentially presented items in a

recall task with spatial cue and colour report mostly involved features earlier in the sequence

being replaced by features of later items, consistent with an overall recency effect. Pertzov and

Husain (2014) directly investigated whether location plays a role in binding features of sequen-

tially presented items, by showing coloured oriented bars sequentially either at the same or at

different locations. When participants were cued with a colour to report an item’s orientation,

they made significantly more swap errors in the same-location condition, supporting a role of

location in binding even when it is task-irrelevant (but see Harrison and Bays, 2018 for a failure
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to find this effect when systematically varying stimulus distances).

Despite these limitations, humans clearly can still retain bindings for objects presented

sequentially at the same location, as evidenced by above-chance performance in the tasks

described above. EEG studies have found equal amplitudes of the CDA when items are pre-

sented at the same or at different locations (Ikkai et al., 2010). Likewise, fMRI studies have

shown some regions that are sensitive only to feature load, independent of presentation mode,

while other areas seem to respond to the number of different item locations in a task (Xu

and Chun, 2006). Within spatial binding models, one possibility highlighted by Schneegans

and Bays (2017) is that items presented at the same location could be internally remapped to

unoccupied locations to avoid misbindings, consistent with the proposal of Abrahamse et al.

(2014).

The interference model of Oberauer and Lin (2017) does not directly address binding for

sequentially presented items, but does not explicitly rely on space for binding other features,

either. Closely related earlier models for verbal working memory employ ordinal position as

a context dimension to which a representation of each word is bound, such that the order

of memorized words is retained (Oberauer et al., 2012). Transposition errors in serial recall

(swap errors in the order of items) occur in the model due to cue similarity effects in the ordinal

dimension (see also Brown et al., 2007). In principle, different forms of binding to location,

sequential position, or among different visual surface features may coexist in this type of model,

but their relationship has not been specified.

The binding pool model of Swan and Wyble (2014) takes a somewhat complementary view

to the spatial binding model of Schneegans and Bays (2017), emphasizing the role of sequen-

tial order rather than space. In particular, the binding of features to tokens and the comparison

between memorized sample and test arrays are assumed to always occur in a sequential fash-

ion even for simultaneously presented stimulus arrays. Moreover, earlier implementations of

the model addressed the encoding of visual stimuli in a rapid serial visual presentation task

(Bowman and Wyble, 2007), with the sequential position information encoded through binding

of visual features to ordered token nodes. This model accounted for the attentional blink effect

under varying conditions. It also addressed a kind of swap error in which stimulus order is mis-

reported when two sample items appear in rapid succession, which is explained by erroneous

binding of two items to the same token node (Wyble et al., 2009, 2011).

While memory for sequential order has been intensely studied both in verbal and visual

working memory (Hurlstone et al., 2014), and sequential position is regularly used as a retrieval

cue in working memory tasks (Harrison and Tong, 2009), its relationship to binding between

other features is not well understood. Time or ordinal position may take a similar role as

proposed for location in spatial binding models, perhaps combined with it in a spatiotemporal

binding dimension, but further research is needed to clarify the underlying principles.

Binding in ageing and clinical conditions

The effects of both healthy ageing and a number of clinical conditions on the ability to memorize

and recall feature conjunctions has been intensely studied. This has been motivated at least
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in part by findings from long term memory research, where decline of memory performance

with age has been found to particularly affect relational and associative memory (Old and

Naveh-Benjamin, 2008). Specific deficits in working memory performance might help to further

elucidate the mechanisms of binding, and they could also serve as a diagnostic tool for clinical

conditions.

Binding deficits in working memory have been assessed by comparing memory perfor-

mance of older adults or patients with control groups, most often using change detection tasks

(and sometimes verbal report tasks) that separately test memory for single features and fea-

ture conjunctions. It should be noted that interpretation of these results suffers from the same

limitations as discussed above in section ”Problems of assessing the binding deficit”. An addi-

tional problem arises when comparing populations that have decreased memory performance

in general: If the detection of a conjunction change depends on accurately retrieving two fea-

tures of a memorized object (e.g. using one as a retrieval cue and the other for comparison),

an independent decrease in memory precision for each feature can lead to a larger compound

deficit in detecting binding changes. Analogously, in a binary view of memorizing features, a

reduced probability of independently memorizing each feature of an object will lead to a larger

decrease in the probability of remembering multiple features of the same object (Cowan et al.,

2013).

Effects of healthy ageing

For conjunctions of different surface features (such as colour and shape), a host of studies has

found little indication of a specific decrement of binding memory with age, even though overall

memory performance is generally worse in older than younger adults (Brockmole et al., 2008;

Parra et al., 2009b; Isella et al., 2015; Read et al., 2016; Hoefeijzers et al., 2017; with conflicting

results only in a single experiment in Brown and Brockmole, 2010). In contrast, some earlier

studies did report a specific decrement in performance for tasks requiring binding of features or

objects to location (Mitchell et al., 2000b,a; Cowan et al., 2006; see also Brockmole and Logie,

2013). Such a deficit in feature-location binding without corresponding effects on feature-

feature binding would be in conflict with a role of space in binding other features. However, the

results of these studies might be explained by a combination of memory deficits in the individual

features (as described in the previous section), and in any case they have not been replicated

in subsequent studies (Read et al., 2016; Rhodes et al., 2017; the latter also discusses further

issues with the earlier experiments). Effects of ageing on feature-location binding have also

been investigated using a cued recall task, finding both a decrease in response precision and

an increase in the proportion of swap errors for older adults (Peich et al., 2013). A subsequent

study found that an observed increase in swap errors for object-location binding disappeared

when taking into account the decreased accuracy of object identification, which is consistent

with the view that binding memory is not selectively affected by ageing (Pertzov et al., 2015).

While most of these studies relied on statistical null results to support the absence of spe-

cific binding deficits, several newer studies have used Bayesian statistics to address the same

question. Confirming the interpretation of previous results, these studies have consistently

found evidence against a specific effect of age on binding memory for either feature-feature or
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feature-location binding (Rhodes et al., 2017), independent of presentation format and duration

of the sample array (Rhodes et al., 2016; Brown et al., 2017). We also note in this context that

during infant development, memory for feature-location binding seems to emerge at the same

time as multi-item WM (Oakes et al., 2006).

Role of medial temporal lobe

The medial temporal lobe, and particularly the hippocampus, has long been considered to

play a central role in long term memory and the learning of different kinds of associations

(Mayes et al., 2007). It has more recently also been implicated in working memory functions

and binding in particular. Mitchell et al. (2000a) found decreased hippocampal activity in older

compared to younger adults specifically in the object-location binding condition of a WM task,

along with a specific binding deficit in behavioural performance (which is not however consis-

tent with the larger literature, see above). In studies of patients with temporal lobe damage,

Olson et al. (2006) found a deficit in object-location binding following longer, but not shorter

retention intervals, and Pertzov et al. (2013) reported an increase in swap errors in a cued

recall task for locations. However, Baddeley et al. (2010) did not observe any binding deficit

in a single case study of a patient with hippocampus damage, and for a different patient Parra

et al. (2015a) found a deficit in relational binding (i.e., binding between features or objects that

are presented separately from each other), but not conjunctive feature binding. In fMRI studies

with healthy subjects, Piekema et al. (2006) found support for the involvement of the hippocam-

pus in object-location binding, but a subsequent experiment indicated that the hippocampus

only has a role in relational binding between objects (Piekema et al., 2010; see also Hannula

and Ranganath, 2008; Parra et al., 2014). These conflicting findings do not allow a conclusive

assessment of the medial temporal lobe’s role in binding features in WM at this time.

Binding in Alzheimer’s disease

While specific binding deficits in WM have remained elusive or inconclusive in other popula-

tions, one clinical condition for which a deficit in feature binding appears strongly supported

by behavioural data is Alzheimer’s Disease (AD). A specific and often substantial decrement

in performance has been observed in change detection tasks requiring object-colour (Parra

et al., 2009a) and colour-colour binding (which may be mediated by colour-location binding;

Parra et al., 2011b), as well as in binding for objects to locations in cued recall tasks (Liang

et al., 2016). The deficit occurs in both sporadic AD and familial AD caused by a specific ge-

netic mutation, as well as in asymptomatic carriers of the mutation (Parra et al., 2010b; Liang

et al., 2016). This binding deficit has been proposed as a diagnostic tool since it allows differ-

entiation between AD and other forms of dementia and clinical conditions (Parra et al., 2010a;

Della Sala et al., 2012; Cecchini et al., 2017; see also Parra, 2017; Liang et al., 2017).

Several studies have also related these behavioural signatures to physiological and func-

tional changes in the brain. The magnitude of the binding deficit in familial AD patients and

asymptomatic gene carriers has been observed to correlate with measures of white matter in-

tegrity (Parra et al., 2015b) and hippocampus volume (Liang et al., 2016). While such findings
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might suggest that the deficits in AD are caused by damage to specific structures that medi-

ate binding memory (separately from feature memory), an alternative explanation is that AD

causes a disruption of the processes required to form or retrieve bindings. This view is sup-

ported by a recent EEG study that found changes in event-related potentials during WM tasks

in AD and other patients, which were tentatively interpreted as an impairment of attentional

control during the encoding phase (Pietto et al., 2016).

Conclusions

The successful retention of feature bindings has as a prerequisite the storage of two (or more)

individual features. If we accept that these features are memorized in a noisy form that limits

the precision of recall and comparison, then detecting a change in the conjunction of features,

or retrieving a feature based on a different feature of the same object given as a cue, inherently

involves additional computation and more potential sources of error compared to recalling the

individual features independent of their binding. Therefore, failures of binding recall do not

necessarily constitute evidence that memorizing conjunctions requires additional memory re-

sources or mechanisms that are not employed in memory for single features. We believe

that taking this into account, there is currently no compelling reason to postulate a separate

substrate for memory of binding, although research that takes into account the uncertainty in

each individual feature dimension might in future provide evidence for this view. A more open

question is whether distinct processes are involved in encoding and comparing feature con-

junctions compared to unbound features, in particular for change detection. Further empirical

and theoretical research is needed to answer this question.

We further believe that the traditional distinction of storing integrated objects versus individ-

ual features is too simplistic. While all working memory models discussed here employ some

form of conjunctive representation, these are realized in a distributed fashion (in particular for

binding between more than two feature dimensions), rather than as self-contained units for

each bound object. These distributed representations allow for errors in recall for features and

conjunctions to occur at different stages, and different aspects of the representation may be

disrupted independently. Future research must focus more on how specific conjunctions are

formed and maintained in memory, rather than on a binary distinction between conjunction and

feature memory.

Finally, we find that one of the most basic formats proposed for the neural representation

of visual items — feature maps over visual space — successfully accounts for a large range

of empirical findings, without needing to postulate additional representational structures like

object files. Feature maps are consistent with the evidence for largely independent memory

stores for different feature dimensions, while still allowing for storage and retrieval of feature

conjunctions by extracting the features at a single location from different maps. Future theo-

retical accounts of binding need to be assessed based on the advances they provide over this

mechanism, and empirical research should explore whether this account is indeed sufficient to

explain human performance in memory for feature binding.
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